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Outline

Outline of the lecture:

1.The history of the text and this translation exercise

2.The Urdu ‘original’: The author, the language, and the form and 
structure of the text.

3.The Hindi translation: Issues of style and substance

4.Excursus: A theoretical position to address the problem of style 
register, and language variety

5:     The English translation: Issues of structure and style



The Urdu  ‘original’

First published by Qaumi Ekta Trust in 1974, and then by the 
National Book Trust in 1978.  The manuscript was first written in 
1949-50, but couldn’t find a publisher. In 1974, appears to have 
handed over the handwritten ms and two notebooks over to 
publisher.

A curious object in terms of genre: It is NOT a diary but is mostly a 
chronological narration, more memoir-like, with a rich intertextuality 
built in. ‘An essayist\activist’s literary memoir\eyewitness.’ 

Odd style of paragraphing. Because the text is refracted through so 
many ‘memories’, its organisation is confusing at times



Anis Kidwai received no education beyond the day of eleven, but the 
six years of her education before was in Arabic, Farsi, Urdu. The 
language of the home was Awadhi (rather than Khari Boli). This 
multilinguality is what is carried into the book, which is for her the 
ordinary language of women:
But quickly, the light in my heart was extinguished. The language 
being spoken around me was even more alien than English – in the 
words of Josh:
That which can be understood by no one but aliens
Is the language, saki, that is in usage these days 
Seated all around on chowkis were Buddhist monks, Brahmin 
priests, Muslim clerics, and God knows who else. Many languages 
were spoken that day –English, Sanskrit, Arabic, difficult Hindi, but 
not the tongue that belongs to us all, in every expression of which a 
hundred flowers scent the air. So much was said that day, but neither 
I nor all the women around me, gazing at this spectacle with stopped 
throats and astonished eyes, could comprehend what was going on.



In her other writings, the singular effect of shift between language 
varieties was for humour. The style that is produced can have sharp 
jumps in terms of which lexicon – Awadhi, Hindi, Urdu, Farsi, Arabic 
or English – is used to narrate even a short passage of text, as this 
transliterated example from Ghubaar-e-Karwaan shows. …

dimagh ke parde par phir ek taswīr ubhartī hai jo merī apnī hai. Subh kā 
wakht hai, sūraj kī kirnẽ āṛī tirchhī bistar par paṛ rahĩ hẽĩ. ãkh khulne se 
paihle kānõ main āwāz ātī hai, ‘bas ab kalma paṛh kar uṭh baiṭho!’ ‘Lā ilāhā 
illallāh’ kā bird kartī huī uṭhtī hũ to nazar apne pairõ kī siyāh khuran papṛī 
jamī huī phunsiyõ par paṛ jātī hai. Shabnam ke asar se badan dukh rahā hai 
magar main ne tahaiyya kar liyā hai ki ye sāre khuran mitā kar rah hũgī. 
Tabiyat main haijān sā paidā hotā hai. baṛī lagan va tandohī se un sabko 
udheṛnā shurū kar detī hũ.Ye kām koi bahut āsān to na thā; kafī mehnat-
talab aur taklīfdeh bhī. hoṭõ ko ek khās andāz-se sukeṛkar mardānwār is kām 
main masrūf  ho gayī. Sab isrār kar rahe hẽĩ, ‘kisī tarāh bistar choṛ! Wā ri 
laṛkī, āj uṭhne kā nām hī nahīn letī!’ lekin main ghunchā dehen bani hui, 
badastūr phunsiyõ ki safai mẽ masrūf  h hũ. Ākhir mã kī tez nazar taih tak 
pahaunch gai. Hāth pakaṛkar bistar se ghassīṭ letĩ hain aur main roti ghasiṭti 
khūnamkhūn tānge liye dhulwāne aur dawā lagwāne jā rahī hũ.



Another image rises to the surface of the mind, and this time it is of me. ṛays 
of sunlight are angling criss-cross on the bed which I lie. Even before my 
eyes open, a voice has reached my ears, “Come on now, read the kalma 
and get out of bed!” I rise, chanting Laa ilaahaa illallaah’, when my gaze falls 
upon the dried, rough, black scabs of blisters on my legs. My body is aching 
with the effect of the dew but now I cannot rest. A strange craving rises up in 
me, and I commit myself, body and soul, to undoing these knots. The task 
was no easy one; and quite labour-intensive and painful too. But screwing 
my lips to one side in the masculine effort the task demands, I am all 
concentration. The exclamations grow more insistent: ‘Leave that bed at 
once!’ What is with that girl – she just refuses to rise today!’ But I, my mouth 
in full bloom, cannot stop until every last trace of these coarse things is 
erased. In the end, it is a mother’s all-knowing gaze that gets to the root of 
the problem. Grasped firmly by the hand and hoisted out of bed, I am being 
dragged, wailing and screaming, to have my bloodied legs washed and 
treated.

• But in ACM, this multilinguality is used to define three registers. The 
language of her intellect has a rich Perso-Arabic vocabulary, the ‘ordinary 
people’s language’ is pure Khari Boli. There is also perhaps a  ‘middle 
voice’ which is uniquely for her emotions, which mixes the two registers.



The Hindi translation
Based on the NBT Urdu version and retains 
the chapterisation and text structure of that 
version. This means it does not meddle with 
the organisation, but plays havoc with the 
style. Because it translates words like ‘zindagi’ 
and ‘kismat’ all these register shifts are 
completely effaced. And even when there is a 
need for translation, as in the passage below, 
the translation into High Hindi makes the text 
quite difficult to comprehend. .



Zindagī kyā hai anāsir mẽ zahūr-e-tartīb 

Maut kyā hai inhĩ ajzā kā pareshã honā 

hayāt aur maut ka phalsafā kitne mukhtasar lafzõ me Chakbast ne 
bayã kar dīyā. Lekin ye na sociye ki ye sher sirf  ek insān ki fanā va 
baqā ki tashrīh hai. Qaumõ ki zindagi aur mulkõ ki hayāt bhi us-se 
mukhtalif  nahĩ hai. Unkii tāmir bhi mukhtalif  aur muntashir ajzā ke 
ittehād se huā karti hai. Ye muttafarriq ajza bazāhir ek dusre se 
mukhtalif  hote hain, lekin unko āpas me munsaliq karnewālā koi 
mazbut rishtā-e-ittehād: ek qaum, ek mulk aur ek society ki shakal 
mẽ muttahid karke duniyā ke sāmne pesh karta hai. Yeh rishtā kabhī 
mazhab o tamaddun ka rābka-e-ittehād hota hai, kabhī koi 
zabardast shakhsiyat mazbūt tār bankar in ajza ko gūndh letī hai. 
kabhi koi zindā munsif  nizām-e-hukumat aur kabhī koi ghair-mulki 
danḍa un aurāq-e-muntashir ki zahur-e-tartīb ke bāez bantā hai.



hayāt aur maut ka phalsafā kitne thoṛe lafzõ mẽ Chakbast ne 
bayã kar dīyā. Lekin ye na sociye ki ye sher sirf  ek insān ki jīvan-
maraṇ ki vyākhyā hai. Qaumõ ki zindagi aur mulkõ ki hayāt bhi 
us-se alag nahĩ hai. Unkā nirmaṇ bhi vibhinn aur bikhre hue 
khanḍo ke ek ho jaane se hua karta hai. Ye vividh prakār ke 
ansh dekhne se ek dusre se bhinn hote hain, lekin unko āpas me 
milānewālā koi mazbut ekta ka sambandh: ek quam, ek desh, 
aur ek samaj ke rūp mẽ ekta ke sutr mẽ pirokar duniyā ke sāmne 
pesh karta hai. Ye sambandh kabhī dharm aur sanskriti ka 
sampark-sutr hota hai, kabhī koi zabardast vyakti mazbūt tār 
bankar un khanḍõ ko gūndh letā hai. kabhi koi jivit nayayakta 
praṇali aur kabhī koi videshi danḍa un bikhre hue pannõ ko 
saĩyojit karne ka kāraṇ bantā hai. 

Lesson I learnt: Make sure that there is a uniformity of 
style throughout, even allowing for variations in register.. 



How pithily Chakbast has expressed the basic truths of  life and 
death! But this couplet isn’t a commentary on just the being and 
nothingness of  Man—the lives of  communities and nations are 
also subject to this truth. Both are the unifications of  scattered 
constituents; though these parts may appear distinct, a unifying 
principle always connects each to the other to form a whole that 
the world perceives to be one community, one nation, one 
society. This unifier may be religious or civilisational or the 
charisma of  a forceful personality threading together disparate 
elements; it may well be a disciplined order of  justice and 
administration; at times, even a foreigner’s truncheon can serve 
as the impetus for the collation of  all these scattered leaves. 

But along the way, i had also to think deeply about the language 
I was translating from



Excursus: Is this language Hindustani?
Anis Kidwai’s claim to a universal intelligibility of the 
tongue with no name may seem to suggest this:
Hindustani is an affirmation of a distinct composite 
linguistic identity forming the substratum upon 
which the claims of Hindi and/or Urdu speakerhood 
can be overlayed. Abbi, Hasnain and Kidwai (2004)
Hindustani is the locus in which linguistic identities 
are freed from the shackles that communalism has 
imposed on them, and as “the natural vehicle of 
popular democracy as well as of secularism” Rai 
(2005).



The Continuum Description 
Hasnain and Rajyashree (2003)

…The language of everyday life [is] synonymously referred 
to as Hindi, Urdu, Hindustani, not as three language 
categories defining the existence of three distinct linguistic 
entities, but constituting a single structure, verging on mutual 
intelligibility and sharing the social and inner space. 

…The common language of the common man, which shows 
a remarkable resilience to rise above the manoeuvring of 
communal constructionists of both Hindi and Urdu. Yes, 
indeed, a defence of a social mind that enjoys Hindi-Urdu 
speech and literature in spite of a "pre-partition partition", 
and a narrative of intimate destabilization and dispossession.



The language of  literary production
But what of the language of literary production? 

If Hindustani is indeed pregnant with the possibility of 
popular democracy and secularism, why have so few 
amongst the ranks of secularists and democrats claimed 
the language as the one they compose or write in? 
Between 1931 and 1951, the numbers of people claiming 
Hindustani as their mother tongue in U.P. declined by 86.4 
percent, and by 98.5 percent in the period 1951–1961. … 
By 1981, the language label has been eliminated altogether

By self-ascription, Faiz and Kaifi were Urdu writers! Anis 
Kidwai would have identified herself as an Urdu writer … 
and as a speaker.



Hindustani: An ineffectual solution

If no one claims Hindustani, an insistence that it is the 
solution is an exercise in irrelevance, and it cannot even 
initiate, let alone accomplish, the task of cultural 
preservation and recovery that we entrust it with.

Much of the so-called Hindustani canon is a construction of 
not the ‘producers’ of the code, but of its receivers, which 
makes intelligibility as the site and justification of a 
language label.But linguistic identities are for the wholes of 
languages, and not just their literary or quotidian or 
religious, etc., parts. 



Hindustani: A problem of  definition
The notion of Hindustani falls short of defining a common 
core (for speakers and linguists) that underlies both 
languages:

 Not defined by the basic syntactic skeleton of Khari Boli, 
as it is the nominal domain that is most referred to by 
speakers

Not defined by stock-based notions like ‘if Perso-Arabic, 
then Urdu, if Sanskrit then Hindi’, because Khari Boli 
itself also uses both stocks.

The knowledge of what is an Urdu\Hindi word is 
preserved even after it has been incorporated into 
‘Hindustani’.



Rescuing the linguistic continuum

What is needed:

One account for the production of the two 
languages Hindi and Urdu as two distinct 
languages, of speech acts

Another for the reception of the language produced 
as occupying a place on the spectrum of 
Hindi\Urdu\Hindustani.

All this putting the common core hypothesis aside.



Rescuing the linguistic continuum: 
Production

The language is best characterised not as 
“core” but as a register (a mode of speech 
employed as appropriate for a particular 
context), most commonly the quotidian, but 
also extendable to encompass the literary and 
other formal discourses. 

Each language owns this register individually, 
but is also shared by the other; as a result this 
shared space may be continually enriched by 
both languages. 



The Political Consequences  of  Hindustani 
Construction

Identity claims to only either Hindi or Urdu by 
“ordinary people” are expected, as the “edge” of 
a language does not offer a peg to hang an 
identity on, particularly when this edge is 
included in more than one language.

The increasing distance between the two 
languages is not the departure from a common 
core, but rather from an equality of opportunities 
and rights to cross-fertilise this shared register.



The English Translation
Capturing styles that are allusive to other texts 
in the literary-cultural milieu was difficult. The 
chapter on Gandhi is a style of text creation that 
is used to narrate the (‘secular’) sacred. This 
style stitches together a series of fragmentary 
episodes with no chronological links imposed 
between  the fragments. The ‘sacred’ individual 
in question guides each fragment to an end 
with some crucial punchline, but is never too 
emotionally involved in the episodes. 



Structural challenges
Voh baccā jiski paidayish par ghar mẽ mahinõ dholak bajtī, jiske 
baghair saltanat vīrān ghar beraunaq aur khāndān gul ho jāyā 
karte hai. Jiske liye mandir, masjidõ aur dargāhõ ki khāk chānā 
jātī hai, daulat ke ḍher bekār aur ilākõ zamādāriyõ ki tikkā-boti ho 
jātī hai, vahī baccā is kamp mẽ bin bulāye maihmān ki tarāh har 
roz āne lagā.

A newborn, to celebrate whose arrival drums would have beaten 
for months on end in an overjoyed home; a child, without whom a 
kingdom becomes a wilderness and the flame of a lineage 
sputters out; an offspring, in the longing for which the dust of 
temples, mosques, and dargāhs would be churned, mountains of 
riches squandered, land and property divided; that child was now 
an unwanted guest, arriving every day in the camp unbidden.



Structural challenges

•Hindi relative clauses are correlatives of the form of  
[demonstrative + head noun .... relative pronoun +relative 
clause]. This allows the head noun to be introduced earlier 
and then not be repeated. In English, not having a head 
noun leads to parsing difficulties: A child, to celebrate 
whose arrival drums would have beaten for months on end 
in an overjoyed home; without whom a kingdom ..., in the 
longing for which...

So in English, I used the different senses of ‘child’ to get a 
head noun.



Structural challenges

Tense and aspect: In Hindi, the light verb ‘go’ can be used to 
indicate passive as well as ongoingness (i.e. a kind of 
progressive, as in vo mujhe māre ja raha thaa). The use of this 
light verb with the imperfective aspect conveys a habituality 
that is missing in the (form of the) English translation. 

In English, the first tense I use is a modal tense (an irrealis 
mode that can give the timelessness associated with 
habituality), then the simple present (which gives ongoingness 
but can not be used as the introductory tense), then switch to 
a modal and two reduced relatives that share the modal verb.  



Stylistic challenges: Using Urdu words

Guiding principle: Use only when the word evokes a cultural 
context significant to the discourse at that point:

There were some women who had been born into poor homes and 
had seen nothing other than poverty. A half full stomach and rags 
on your body. And now they had fallen into the hands of men who 
bought them silken shalwars, who took them to the cinema. Why 
should they leave such men and go back to covering their bodies 
with rags and slaving in the hot sun in the fields? If she leaves this 
smart uniformed man, she will probably end up with a peasant in 
rags, in the filth, with a danda on his shoulder. And so they are 
happy to forget the frightening past, or the equally uncertain and 
fearful future, and live only for the present. Urvashi Butalia’s 
translation



My translation: Besides all these were also some girls whose eyes 
had opened in homes of great poverty and need, who had never 
eaten a full meal or clothed their bodies in anything but rags. But 
now, they were in the keep of such generous men, who would bring 
them silken shalwārs and dupaṭṭās of lace, who were the first to 
introduce them to the delectable taste of hot coffee and cold ice-
cream, who took them to see two shows at the movies in a single 
day. Why would such a girl want to leave such fine men to return to 
her ammā and abbā, to a life of rags and scraps to conceal 
burgeoning youth, to days of toil in the fields under a sun hot enough 
to melt her brains? And even if she were to do it, even if she were to 
leave this splendid man, handsome in his uniform, all the romance 
that her old life had in store for her was a mud-spattered uncouth 
rustic, a staff hoisted on his shoulder, for a husband. She wanted to 
escape this terrible past and that frightening future; she wanted to 
be happy in the present that was hers.



Lessons I learnt from the copy-editing

 While my English is pretty good, in translating I overused the 
post nominal possessive construction — e.g., the boy’s 
parents vs the parents of the boy.

To match word order, specially to get the discourse effects of 
topic and focus, I over-used relatives and passives together, 
but these created interpretive problems. e.g. the thing which 
could not be known.

The passive in Hindi is very different from the English one in 
terms of retention of the suppressed agent — in Hindi, the 
suppressed agent lasts much longer for a stretch of discourse.



Take-aways

My abiding regret — I did not note down the 
linguistic issues I observed during the translation. 

It merits thinking about the language you are 
translating from as much as the language you are 
translating into.

Taking principled decisions about style, register, and 
structural choices makes for a more believable 
translation.


